
Electronic Knob Cylinder,
Compact Knob Cylinder and Double Knob Cylinder



Electronic Locking Cylinders

A modern electronic locking system offers almost unlimi
ted options for organised access control. The electro
nic locking cylinders of U&Z can be installed into both 
large buildings such as office buildings and industrial 
complexes as well as smaller buildings such as doctors‘ 
clinics or private homes. They can also be integrated 
into existing systems.

The electronics and mechanical systems are ideally 
matched in the locking cylinders of Uhlmann & Zacher. 
The knob cylinder can be intuitively operated with a clear 
audible and visual signalling. It can be installed in a few 
simple steps and without any special tools. The different 
knob cylinders also provide a lot of variations.

Uhlmann & Zacher has established itself in the electronic locking systems market since 1996.  
With many patented product developments and system enhancements, U&Z has set new benchmarks 
in the field of transponder-based locking systems. The company is focussing on open and integrated 
solutions in the development phase itself.

Your benefits at a glance:

• Modern stainless steel design

• Different product variants available

• Easy wireless installation and retrofitting

• Modular design

• Intuitive operation thanks to clear LED signalling

• Offline or online operation via radio network

• Logo disk with vendor logo

Available for:

®

Always the matching product

A wide range of cylinder lengths and a comprehensive 
range of product variants are available. For example, 
variants can be ordered for outdoor use or with anti 
panic function. Due to the availability of many variants, 
the knob cylinders are versatile and can be configured 
for the respective door situation according to individual 
requirements. The modular design of the classic knob 
cylinder also makes it very flexible for retrofitting. The 
modern look in stainless steel design and the practical 
handle recesses complete the overall appearance.

The electronic knob cylinder can be controlled both 
offline and online via a radio network. In addition, the 
locking cylinder can be connected to other systems such 
as time recording or canteen accounting if required.



 

MIFARE® 13.56 MHz 
All electronic knob cylinders are suitable for passive transponders with MIFARE Classic® and MIFARE® DESFire® 
(13.56 MHz) technology.

 

LEGIC® 13.56 MHz 
The electronic knob cylinder and compact knob cylinder are suitable for passive transponders with LEGIC® prime 
and LEGIC® advant (13.56 MHz) technology.

 
EM/HITAG 125 kHz 
The electronic knob cylinder is suitable for passive transponders with EM/HITAG (125 kHz) technology.  

 
OSS Standard Offline 
All electronic knob cylinders support OSS Standard Offline (only for Clex public products).

 
868 MHz Radio 
All electronic knob cylinders support 868 MHz radio.

 
Bluetooth®  
The electronic knob cylinder and compact knob cylinder support the Bluetooth® Low Energy technology. 

 

IP66 
All electronic knob cylinders are also available as a variant for outdoor use. They are dust and waterproof according 
to protection class IP66 and thus protected against powerful water jets.

 

IDS connection   
An intrusion detection system can be enabled or disabled using the electronic knob cylinders  
with an authorised transponder (not for Clex public products).

 
Emergency exit locks DIN EN 179 
The electronic knob cylinder is approved for use in emergency exit locks according to DIN EN 179 standard.

 

Fire and smoke resistant doors DIN EN 1634 
The electronic knob cylinder is approved for use in fire and smoke resistant doors.  
The exact tests according to DIN EN 1634 can be found in the standards in the technical data. 



The electronic knob cylinder is a classic product of Uhlmann & Zacher which is being reliably used 
since years in a variety of buildings. The product range is very comprehensive, for example as 
anti-panic variant or for outdoor application.
In addition, the knob cylinder is also available as an electronic double knob as well as an electronic 
half cylinder. Other areas of applications are possible with this half-cylinder version, for example, 
installed in padlocks or key switch. Thanks to this wide variety of products in combination with the 
modern, yet discreet stainless steel design, the electronic knob cylinder fits into almost any architecture.

Electronic Knob Cylinder

Knob module, designed as doubleknob cylinder  
with electronic access right on one side

Dimensions (for interior doors)

Double Knob Cylinder

Half Cylinder

Knob Cylinder

KNOB CYLINDER





Our products

The modular design of our locking cylinder CX6122 provides maximum flexibility to our customers.
If, for example, a new door is installed due to renovation, then only the centrepiece needs to be replaced  
as the cylinder length is different. If both sides are electronically controlled in the future instead of one side,  
then the mechanical knob is simply replaced by an electronic knob. The product can thus be reconfigured  
economically depending on individual needs.

Flexibility through modular design 

To make the application as simple as possible in the various 
buildings, all our locking system products are characterised by:

• selfexplanatory use, 
• easy installation and 
• traceable management. 

We focus on your ease during installation and manage
ment as well as ensuring the security for your building.

Therefore, advanced encryption algorithms enable highly 
secure data exchange – for your security. We are open 
to the needs of our customers and the individual building 
schedule. We support our partners at every step of setting 
up a completely new locking system or upgrading an exis
ting system.

The modular design of our products has proven itself in the 
field. For example, the knob module CX6120 becomes a 
furniture lock, half cylinder or double knob cylinder depen
ding on which components are assembled.



Configuration examples CX6122 

Knob module as double knob cylinder with onesided electronic 
authorisation and small inner knob (Ø = 29.0 mm).

 

Knob module as double knob cylinder with onesided electronic 
authorisation and large inner knob (Ø = 34.0 mm).

 

Knob module as double knob cylinder with onesided electronic 
authorisation and blind core.

 

Our products



Configuration examples  

Knob module as halfcylinder with electronic authorisation  
for indoor use.

 

Knob module as halfcylinder with electronic authorisation  
for indoor use with spring reset.

Knob module as halfcylinder with electronic authorisation  
for indoor use with spring reset and tapered locking lug. 



CX6126

Knob module installed in a key switch 
as a halfcylinder with electronic 
authorisation.

Knob module installed as a halfcylinder with electronic  
authorisation for indoor use with spring reset and tapered 
locking lug in a server lock with pivoting lever.

Knob module installed in a padlock as a halfcylinder with 
electronic authorisation for indoor use with spring reset.



The electronic compact knob cylinder is very small and saves space. Thus the product offers 
maximum flexibility during use - even in doors with very narrow frames. Owing to its special design, 
the compact knob cylinder offers maximum security because all the important security-related 
components like the motor, gears and coupling are housed in the protected area within the cylinder. 
A wide range of cylinder lengths and different article variants, such as the outdoor version, are 
available. In combination with the small handle diameter, this variety allows it to be installed in 
diverse door situations. 

COMPACT KNOB CYLINDER

Compact Electronic Knob Cylinder

Doubleknob cylinder with 
electronic access right on one side

Compact Half Cylinder

Dimensions (for interior doors)Compact Knob Cylinder





Configuration examples   

Compact knob cylinder with onesided electronic authorisation

Compact double knob cylinder with single electronic  
authorisation/antipanic variant. For special application  
in existing emergency exit doors.

Compact double knob cylinder with single electronic  
authorisation/antipanic variant with mechanical key.  
For special application in existing emergency exit doors. 



CX6162



The electronic double knob cylinder provides electronic authorisation on both sides. Thus, it is 
particularly suitable for use in outer doors. The knob rotates freely on both sides. The electronic 
evaluation and mechatronic systems along with the batteries are located safely inside the electronic 
knob. The security version is also equipped with special anti-drilling mechanisms, which makes the 
product also suitable for use in building exit doors. With its modern look and practical handle 
recesses, the product fits perfectly into the product range of Uhlmann & Zacher.

DOUBLE-KNOB CYLINDER

Electronic DoubleKnob Cylinder

Doubleknob cylinder with evaluation  
electronics inside

Double Knob Cylinder

Dimensions (for exterior doors)

Dimensions (for interior doors)
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